ALLCLEAR® Mosquito Mister Naturals™ Concentrate is a 100% pure, plant-based mosquito control solution. It quickly and effectively kills and repels mosquitos outdoors for up to 2 hours!

- Safe to use around kids, pets, and food
- Environmentally friendly and biodegradable
- DEET-FREE Concentrate
- For use in any ALLCLEAR® Cordless Mosquito Mister (sold separately)

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Shake well before use. Fill ALLCLEAR Mosquito Mister tank 1/2 full with water. Pour entire contents of ALLCLEAR Mosquito Mister Naturals™ Concentrate into Mister tank. Finish filling tank with water to fill line. Operate Mister as per manufacturer’s instructions.

Use non-toxic ALLCLEAR® Naturals™ Concentrate as often and wherever needed outdoors for effective mosquito control!

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: Keep out of reach of children. Caution. This concentrate is made from natural plant oils. In sensitive individuals, it may cause skin or eye irritation. If concentrate gets in eyes, flush eyes with water. If skin irritation occurs, wash area with soap and water. Safe for use on lawns and plants. Avoid excessive use in one location to prevent plant burn.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL: Store in cool, dry place. Do not reuse empty container. Rinse with water before disposing or recycling.

Universal Pest Solutions represents that this product qualifies for exemption from registration under FIFRA section 25(b).

U.S. Patent No. 7,144,581B2
Made in the USA with Swiss Ingredients
Distributed by:
Universal Pest Solutions, LP
5550 Berkshire Ln, Ste 410
Dallas, TX 75205
1-888-8MD-8ITE
www.allclearmister.com

LABEL & REWIND DIRECTION APPROVAL

Please indicate the following information needed:
Core Size: ______________________ Labels per Roll or Max. Diameter per Roll ______________________

COLOR INFORMATION:
Spot Colors: The Pantone Color® Guide is what is used for printing spot colors on Press.

4 Color Process: We recommend proofing a Color HardCopy Dot Proof for process color jobs. Press will best match this Proof for Color. Please return approved Dot Proofs to BBF for Production.

PDF PROOFS: For convenience we can PDF Proof electronically. However PDFs are not reliable for Color. Refer to Pantone® Color Guide for Spot Colors. We recommend proofing a Color HardCopy Dot Proof for process color jobs.

☐ ROLL WIND DIRECTION INDICATED
☐ OK AS PROOVED
☐ MAKE CORRECTIONS AND PRINT # OF CORRECTIONS
☐ PLEASE SUBMIT ANOTHER PROOF

Your approval of this proof is our authority to proceed. I will take the full responsibility for any errors or omissions.

Signature: ______________________
Date: ______________________